
Wallan Basketball Update 

  

MARCH 19th 

Just keeping everyone in the loop as much as possible. Clearly people are seeking information and a 
degree of certainty about competitions going forward, we will attempt to give as much as we can when we 
can using this format.  

These are certainly odd times and it's tough to balance the number one priority of everyone's health, with 
helping our community stay positive, have fun and stay connected to this wonderful game we love so 
much.  

Clearly as an indoor sport we fall into the new category of no more that 100 people congregating at a 
time. This still leaves a range of opportunities for basketball activities and a general means by which we 
can keep kids active, connected and positive. There are a lot of discussions ongoing across the 
basketball community, government and medicos to consider options especially in relation to grassroots 
basketball. We will share strategies as they emerge. 

 

AUSSIE HOOPS / KINDY BALL: These remain suspended until further notice.  

JUNIOR DOMESTIC:   The Summer Domestic season is officially over. Competitions will be awarded 
based on who finished highest on the ladder of the remaining teams. Singlet drop off will be organised 
once we have more info.  

BIGV and VJBL:   The season start has been delayed, alternative scheduling options are being 
considered to complete a full season as normal. Training remains cancelled pending Basketball Vic 
advice.  

BIGV will not start prior to May 15th, we will be given 4 weeks notice on the eventual start date 

SENIOR DOMESTIC:   Our Summer Senior Domestic competition has been cancelled. The team that 
made it into the Grand Final already will be deemed the winner of the competition. 

OTHER POINTS:  

● The Junior Domestic Winter Season remains as planned and registrations are open for the 
season to begin after the Easter Holidays.  

● One on One sessions with Sharif are still on and small group sessions in school holidays will be 
available instead of holiday clinics, contact Sharif directly on Facebook or via the club to organise. 

● Weekly video training sessions hope to be starting next week on the PanthersTV channel and 
linked to facebook.  

● We have had a few questions regarding insurance, details regarding COVID-19 and Basketball 
can be found at http://basketballvictoria.com.au/insurance-covid-19/ 

If you have any concerns or questions please feel welcome to contact the club directly at 
Wallanbasketball@gmail.com 

Regards 
Gary O'Brien 
President WBI (on behalf of the committee.) 
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MARCH 16th 

The committee met today to discuss the ongoing response to the COVID-19 virus. We ask all families to 
keep an eye on Facebook or TeamApp as this is where we will continue to communicate from.  

Firstly we want to thank everyone for their understanding. This is a very unique situation and we are all 
learning and adapting as we go. The situation continues to evolve and no doubt it will change again in the 
near term, this update is based on the information we have today. Basketball Victoria are in constant 
contact with the Government and Medical bodies so we will take our guidance from them.  

There are a number of absolutes and then a range of evolving recommendations that we as a committee 
are keeping a watch on and will make decisions based on as more information comes to hand. We will 
attempt to provide as much clarity as we can for each competition in this update.  

The Absolutes are: 

● The BigV season opening is delayed so there are no BigV games 
● The VJBL  season opening is delayed so there are no Friday night games.  

The following are our response to the Basketball Victoria ‘recommendations’, again these can change fast 
and we will keep the community informed as things progress.  

AUSSIE HOOPS / KINDY BALL: These are both suspended until further notice.  

JUNIOR DOMESTIC:   The Summer Domestic season is officially over. Competitions will be awarded 
based on who finished highest on the ladder of the remaining teams. We hope to be able to provide a fun 
presentation day in the future to award trophies.  

VJBL:   The VJBL season start is delayed. In addition we have cancelled all training for the following 
week and will reassess toward the end of next week.  

BIGV:  BigV season start has been delayed. As per VJBL we are cancelling training this week, to be 
assessed later in the week. 

NOTE: For VJBL our intent is to offer some optional skills training sessions for teams if we can. We also 
intend to resume BigV training ASAP. However we will only do this in line with government and medical 
industry recommendations and with increased hygiene practices. We are aware several other basketball 
clubs and other sports are implementing this but we would want more information from Basketball Victoria 
before we would do this. We would also not force anyone to participate if they felt uncomfortable and 
recommend anyone in a high risk category (e.g. low immune system or pre-existing conditions) not attend 
until we get the all clear to resume.  

SENIOR DOMESTIC:   Our Summer Senior Domestic competition has been postponed.  We will 
reassess and make a final decision in the next 2 weeks whether we can run the rest of the games. If not 
the team that made it into the Grand Final already will be deemed the winner of the competition. 

 

 

 

 

OTHER POINTS DISCUSSED:  



● The Junior Domestic Winter Season remains as planned and registrations are open for the 
season to begin after the Easter Holidays.  

● One on One sessions with Sharif can still go ahead 
● Sharif and Leo will produce weekly video training sessions that can be completed at home so 

kids can keep themselves tuned up, these will be posted to PanthersTV channel and linked to 
facebook. We will do one for rep and one for domestic/hoops. 

● We hope to still provide School Holiday Basketball activity/clinics but if we do it will be in age 
group sessions across a few days, reducing the numbers of attendees in any one time slot.  This 
will only occur if the circumstances allow.  

If you have any concerns or questions please feel welcome to contact the club directly at 
Wallanbasketball@gmail.com 

Regards 
Gary O'Brien 
President WBI (on behalf of the committee.) 
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